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Typically, there are over twenty radio systems on board the average commercial jet
aircraft dealing with communication, navigation and surveillance functions. Very high
frequency (VHF) air-to-ground communication is usually the main method of information
and control exchange between pilot and air traffic control. Satellite and high frequency
radio links are used to complement this system for long range or oceanic information
exchanges. Other communications systems are required between the airline operation
centre and the pilot and sometimes between the passengers and the ground. A
comprehensive guide to current systems, networks and topologies, this book covers
application requirements for communication and related radio-navigation and
surveillance functions in aeronautical systems. There is also an insight into future
possibilities as technologies progress and airspace operation and control scenarios
change. Ideal for civil aviation authorities, airspace management providers and
regulatory organizations, Aeronautical Radio Communication Systems and Networks
will also appeal to aircraft and radio equipment manufacturers and university students
studying aeronautical or electronic engineering. Key features: Provides a broad and
concise look at the various communications systems on board a typical aircraft from a
theoretical, system level and practical standpoint with worked examples and case
studies throughout. Considers all types of aircraft from light aircraft to large commercial
jets and specialised supersonic aircraft. Looks at existing airport radio communication
infrastructure and proposals for new very high bandwidth radio applications within the
airport environment. Provides a complete list of formulae for engineering design
analysis and quick checks on system performance or interference analysis.
Lists citations with abstracts for aerospace related reports obtained from world wide
sources and announces documents that have recently been entered into the NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Database.
Emerging Location Aware Broadband Wireless Ad Hoc Networks is a compilation of
new material on wireless networking and technology addressing several technical
challenges in the field. The contributions are authored by distinguished experts who
presented experimental results on their work at the recent International Symposium on
Personal, Indoor, Mobile, Radio Communications (PIMRC) held in Barcelona, Spain,
September 5-8, 2004. The authors present new results on issues involving wireless
LANs and ad hoc networks; mobile wireless internet and satellite applications;
encoding, algorithms and performance; and issues related to overlay networks, cross
layer interactions and smart antennas. Whether you’re a
telecommunications/networking specialist, systems engineer or a scientist, Emerging
Location Aware Broadband Wireless Ad Hoc Networks provides valuable insight from
experts in wireless networking for developing wireless systems and meeting future
application requirements.
The most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments,
taxes, money management, home ownership and many other personal finance topics.

For several years the aircraft industry has been looking for a technology to
provide at a reasonable cost a phone service onboard aircraft. Nevertheless,
some technical hitches make successful calls via the terrestrial Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) network impossible. The mobiles unable to make
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reliable contact with ground-based base stations, would transmit with maximum
RF power and these RF fields could potentially cause interference with the
aircraft communications systems. On the other hand, the high speed of the
aircraft causes frequent handover from cell to cell, and in extreme cases could
even cause degradation of terrestrial services due to the large amount of control
signalling required in managing these handovers. In order to avoid these
problems and allow airline passengers to use their own mobile terminals during
certain stages of flight, a novel approach called GSM On-Board (GSMOB) was
suggested in 2005. The GSMOB system consists on a lowpower base station
carried on board the aircraft itself, and an associated unit emitting radio noise in
the GSM band, raising the noise floor above the signal level originated by ground
base stations. Thus mobiles activated at cruising altitude do not see any
terrestrial network signal, but only the aircraft-originated cell. This way, the power
level needed is low, which reduces the interference with aircraft systems. This
thesis provides a general overview on GSMOB system, which is nowadays being
offered commercially by several relevant European airlines. Moreover, other
aspects beyond the purely technical such as operational and regulatory issues
have been addressed.
Mobile systems - primarily cellular telephony - have been the fastest moving
telecommunications development to date with a world-wide customer base that in
the ten or so years to April 1996 reached 100 million and continues with a current
growth rate of 60% per annum world-wide. Predictions suggest that the customer
base will exceed 1 billion within the next ten years and that the saturation level is
around 80% of any population. Faced with such statistics any book such as this
can proffer little more than a snapshot of the activities and developments that are
at present taking place within the mobile world. It can, however, reflect on some
of the underlying principles that support the industry. The opening chapter offers
a vision for the future of mobile communications - that of more mobile than fixed
connections to the world's telecommunica tions networks - one which,
interestingly, pre-dates the emergence of the information superhighway. The
Internet whose growth of computer networks has, in recent years, exceeded that
of even mobile systems is demanding ever more bandwidth to support its
multimedia applications and access for people on the move. The communications
needs of the next century customer are the driv ers behind the convergence of
computing and telecommunications networks, the mobile component of which will
be realized as Third Generation Mobile Sys tems (fGMS).
This book discusses the security issues in a wide range of wireless devices and
systems, such as RFID, Bluetooth, ZigBee, GSM, LTE, and GPS. It collects the
findings of recent research by the UnicornTeam at 360 Technology, and reviews
the state-of-the-art literature on wireless security. The book also offers detailed
case studies and theoretical treatments – specifically it lists numerous laboratory
procedures, results, plots, commands and screenshots from real-world
experiments. It is a valuable reference guide for practitioners and researchers
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who want to learn more about the advanced research findings and use the off-theshelf tools to explore the wireless world.
Consolidated Treaties and International Agreements is the only up-to-date
publication available that offers the full-text coverage of all new U.S. treaties and
international agreements. A unique and thorough indexing system, with indices
appearing in each volume, allows quick and easy access to treaties.
A professional bulletin for redlegs.
This is the first book devoted to mobility management, covering the important principles,
technologies and applications of mobility management based on years of academic research
and industry experiences. The content is organized according to the reference models
proposed by the authors, and emphasizes on technical principles rather than protocol details; a
systematic and comprehensive introduction is presented yet without losing focuses; the
existing technologies in cellular system, mobile Internet and IMS/SIP are also extensively
compared. This book can be an indispensable reference for mobile communication engineers,
computer network engineers, researchers and anyone else involved in academic, industrial
and standardization activities on mobility management.
[ANGLÈS] Mobile broadband has changed the way we live and work. The way we
communicate is becoming enriched with higher speeds and exciting new services both at
home, on the road and on aircraft. Nowadays, a growing number of aircraft count with onboard Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) that enables the use of mobile
phones during flight. This is a result of the recent evolution of In-Flight Entertainment and
Connectivity (IFEC) systems, which have experimented significant growth in the air transport
industry. In order to be commercially attractive, such new communication services need high
data rates, high power efficiency, low latency and a better quality of service. Within this
context, the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) can make this happen. However, such systems
require some Radio Frequency planning efforts to integrate them into the desired aircraft. In
these preliminary stages, performance studies are commonly undertaken. The current
document specifies the design and implementation of a tool that aims to be useful for such
studies. This tool, a simulator of on-board LTE networks, is able to simulate the in-cabin LTE
installations and to provide reliable results of LTE performance. The LTE simulator described
in this Thesis is a RESTful web application made of three parts: 1. The processing unit
(CORE), which carries out the simulations. 2. The Application Programming Interface (API), as
an abstraction layer between the processing unit and the Graphical User Interface. 3. The
Graphical User Interface (GUI), which eases the user interaction with the system. This
document is structured as follows: chapter 1 summarizes the objectives, the project
background and scope. Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background of 3GPP LTE. Chapter 3
describes the system at a high level through its requirements and gives an overview of the
system design. Chapter 4 describes the various subsystems of the LTE system-level simulator.
Chapter 5 illustrates the usefulness of the developed LTE simulator by describing the
simulation of a sample in-cabin network installation. Finally, chapter 6 contains a conclusions
summary of the simulator and suggestions for future work.
GSM on Board Aircraft

The book describes the state of the art and latest advancements in technologies for
various areas of aircraft systems. In particular it covers wide variety of topics in aircraft
structures and advanced materials, control systems, electrical systems, inspection and
maintenance, avionics and radar and some miscellaneous topics such as green
aviation. The authors are leading experts in their fields. Both the researchers and the
students should find the material useful in their work.
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This book covers the evolution of satellite based Aeronautical Public Correspondence
and the operational environment in which services are being offered. Followed by an
examination of applicable rules, including the relevant institutions from which they
emanate, attention is devoted to the effect of State Sovereignty applicable in
jurisdictions such as territorial airspace, the Arctic, Antarctica, and the High Seas as
well as to activities such as telecommunications, air transport, copyright protection and
trade in services. Particular attention is given to the ITU Radio Regulations; ITU Sector
Recommendations; ICAO Council Resolutions; International Copyright Laws; National
Operational Procedures and Statutes. A presentation of the relevant Laws and
Regulations currently in force is made, while the subject of Liability is analysed against
the backdrop of Case Law and legal instruments in the context of both Public and
Private International Law. Looking to the future, the volume discusses the influence of
Convergence and the need for more appropriate Regulations. It concludes with a 'Draft
Agreement on the Use of Aircraft Earth Stations for Non-Safety Purposes'.
Global mobile satellite communications (GMSC) are specific satellite communication
systems for maritime, land and aeronautical applications. It enables connections
between moving objects such as ships, vehicles and aircrafts, and telecommunications
subscribers through the medium of communications satellites, ground earth stations,
PTT or other landline telecommunications providers. Mobile satellite communications
and technology have been in use for over two decades. Its initial application is aimed at
the maritime market for commercial and distress applications. In recent years, new
developments and initiatives have resulted in land and aeronautical applications and
the introduction of new satellite constellations in non-geostationary orbits such as Little
and Big LEO configurations and hybrid satellite constellations as Ellipso Borealis and
Concordia system. This book is important for modern shipping, truck, train and
aeronautical societies because GMSC in the present millennium provides more
effective business and trade, with emphasis on safety and commercial communications.
Global Mobile Satellite Communications is written to make bridges between potential
readers and current GMSC trends, mobile system concepts and network architecture
using a simple mode of style with understandable technical information, characteristics,
graphicons, illustrations and mathematics equations. Global Mobile Satellite
Communications represents telecommunications technique and technology, which can
be useful for all technical staff on vessels at sea and rivers, on all types of land
vehicles, on planes, on off shore constructions and for everyone possessing satellite
communications handset phones.
th On behalf of the organizing committee of the 13 International Conference on
Biomedical Engineering, I extend our w- mest welcome to you. This series of
conference began in 1983 and is jointly organized by the YLL School of Medicine and
Faculty of Engineering of the National University of Singapore and the Biomedical
Engineering Society (Singapore). First of all, I want to thank Mr Lim Chuan Poh,
Chairman A*STAR who kindly agreed to be our Guest of Honour to give th the Opening
Address amidst his busy schedule. I am delighted to report that the 13 ICBME has
more than 600 participants from 40 countries. We have received very high quality
papers and inevitably we had to turndown some papers. We have invited very
prominent speakers and each one is an authority in their field of expertise. I am grateful
to each one of them for setting aside their valuable time to participate in this
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conference. For the first time, the Biomedical Engineering Society (USA) will be
sponsoring two symposia, ie “Drug Delivery S- tems” and “Systems Biology and
Computational Bioengineering”. I am thankful to Prof Tom Skalak for his leadership in
this initiative. I would also like to acknowledge the contribution of Prof Takami
Yamaguchi for organizing the NUS-Tohoku’s Global COE workshop within this
conference. Thanks also to Prof Fritz Bodem for organizing the symposium, “Space
Flight Bioengineering”. This year’s conference proceedings will be published by
Springer as an IFMBE Proceedings Series.
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